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this—the figures in the Story would have been dim
and legendary actors in a " Holy " drama, far removed
from all trace of life—but now I was sensing some of
them as human beings, real creatures of flesh and
blood. The stage upon which they had strutted their
little parts was before me, and my own imagination,
coupled with what little I had learned by my reading,
was sufficient to bring the days of the Old Testament
back to life. The Bible was at last alive to me, I was
getting a grip upon it, commencing to believe in it
as a real chronicle, becoming personally acquainted
with its people.
Fra Elias talked away, giving me the details of the
view, and I turned from one to the other, recognizing
how aptly the historical narrative of the Bible fitted
into it all, when there was a sudden shouting in the
dip below the peak upon which the monastery stands.
We stood up and looked in that direction; in a ,few
minutes some very tired and blown British soldiers
and police came toiling up the steep .path' to the
monastery door. A man in civilian clothes, tweed
shooting-jacket, breeches and khaki shirt, was holding
two dogs. He, with a couple of uniformed officers,
came up to us as we stepped to the door/
" Good evening, Father," said one officer, who had
a couple of metal stars on the shoulder-straps of his
tunic; "we're sorry to bother you, but I wonder if
you could let us have some hot water to make tea?
The men are pretty nearly all in, but with some hot
tea, and a rest, they will get their second wind/'
Fra Elias promised to do what he could, and spoke
to the Brother-Cook, telling him to fetch milk, butter,

